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Human Conscience- Some Perspectives 

Naresh Kumar1* 

ABSTRACT 

“There is no witness so terrible and no accuser so powerful as conscience which dwells within 

us”- this quote by Sophocles explains conscience truly. A miniature invisible “true self” resides 

in us who is judgmental of our actions, the judgment passed by the true self is a moral guide to 

us. The Conscience is a vital part of our human persona. In this paper, we shall explore what 

does conscience mean, how did it evolve its awareness in us and keeps us conscious of its 

presence at all times. Is conscience the same as consciousness? Our senses get the processing 

done in the brain, even thoughts get processed in the brain-does conscience have some specific 

areas allotted for its processing. Conscience has many facets and we shall explore these facets. 

Keywords: Conscience, Inner Self and Conscience, Conscious and Conscience, Moral Sense, 

Rational Thoughts 

here is a chattering person hidden inside me; it keeps on talking in a feeble voice trying 

to guide my actions and behaviour. The voice is sometimes so feeble that it is not 

audible but at times it is loud and persisting and I have found that whenever I had 

ignored the loud shrieking voice, I had repented my behaviour. It is blabbering all the time 

inside me whether I am awake or drowsy or asleep. It does not leave me for even a moment. 

Many a time when my wisdom insisted that I should ignore the inner voice but I ignored the 

wisdom and acted on the basis of advice by the inner voice, I was happily surprised by a 

positive outcome. People call this ‘Intuition’ but I call it ‘Conscience’. This conscience is the 

foundation of my "true self" which is not revealed to the world and is also unknown to me, 

though, I can feel its existence through the pieces of advice coming as feeble voices from it. 

 

Leonardo da Vinci said, “I love those who can smile in trouble, who can gather strength from 

distress, and grow brave by reflection. 'Tis the business of little minds to shrink, but they 

whose heart is firm, and whose conscience approves their conduct, will pursue their principles 

unto death.”   

 

"Conscience approving the conduct" is rare because most of the time we ignore the inner 

feeble voice but whenever ignoring our wisdom, our conduct had been in agreement with our 

conscience, we had acted for truth and our actions were in the right direction. 
I recall an incident narrated by one of my friends: 
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“My friend X had a faithful and loving pet dog “D” who was very caring and loving to his 2- 

year-old daughter “Y”.  

 

D and Y were very fond of each other and used to play together and were inseparable because 
they loved immensely and enjoyed each other’s company. There were occasions when D 

would bark loudly and express his anger when Y was even talked to in a loud voice not to talk 

of getting her shouted at. The family was accustomed to their love and affection. 

 

One morning, Y was standing near the dining table where a bowl of flavoured milk was kept 

by her mother who told Y to finish it in one gulp and went away to do her household chores. 

Y was playing with D and she did not pay attention to her mother. When mother came, she 

saw that Y had ignored her command and had not drunk the milk, she commanded Y in a loud 

voice to leave playing with D and come and drink the milk. D growled at the mother and 

caught hold Y, his teeth clenching her frock and would not leave her. The mother shouted at 

D and told D to leave Y but D would not leave Y. She called her husband X and told him that 

something is wrong with D and he should look into the matter. X also shouted at D 

commanding the dog to leave the daughter but D growled and came in an attacking pose 

against X. X was not able to understand what has gone wrong with D and he brought a stick 

to punish D when he saw that he would have to leave the frock of Y; D became very aggressive 

and was in readiness to attack X. X lost his temper and wanted to teach the dog a lesson when 

his inner voice told him not to do it. He was on the point of ignoring the inner voice and 

rushed towards the dog but in the scuffle which ensued, he accidentally caught the cloth of 

the dining table which got pulled making the bowl fall on the floor spilling the milk all over 

the floor. X was horrified to find a dead lizard in the pool of spilled milk!!  

 

The dog D had saved the life of his dear friend the little Y. 

The inner voice had prevented X to act harshly” "Conscience is God present in man," said  

Victor Hugo.  Our conscience is, indeed, supreme!! Mahatma Gandhiji had said, “ There is a 

higher court than courts of justice and that is the court of conscience. It supercedes all other 

courts”.  A similar view is expressed by Stokely Carmichael., “There is a higher law than the 

law of government. That's the law of conscience.” Courts may hold you innocent giving you 

benefit of doubt but the conscience of the erring person does not free him from mental torture 

because the bites of conscience leave shooting pain in him. Outwardly he may move with 

pride for being acquitted by the court but the court within him has already sent him to a prison 

where conscience keeps on punishing him. Mahatma Gandhi also advocated strength of the 

inner feeble voice when he said, “The human voice can never reach the distance that is 

covered by the still small voice of conscience.”  

 

Conscience is supreme is reflected in a famous quote by Charlotte Bronte “If all the world 

hated you, and believed you wicked, while your own conscience approved you, and absolved 

you from guilt, you would not be without friends.”   

 

George Washington affirms the importance of conscience when he advocates us to “Labor to 

keep alive in your breast that little spark of celestial fire, called conscience.” 

 

Indeed, it is a celestial fire in all of us and our attitudes have deep roots in our conscience and 

the attitudes reflect in our persona which is visible to the world as our individuality.  

 

We are all conscious of our conscience, some are burdened with a guilty conscience, while 

others have a clear conscience. For some the conscience is dead and for others, it is alive and 
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creating discomfort. We may agree or disagree, we may like it or not but the conscience is an 

integral part of all of us and it stays at the core of our individual personality and it is a vital 

and important part. 

 
The above paragraphs do reveal that ‘Conscience’ is very important to all of us but how much 

do we know about it? 

 

In this paper we shall try to explore the meaning of ‘Conscience’, how it gets ingrained in us, 

what is its function, what does it do, how it relates to our personality, its importance to our 

existence, the historical background giving views of ancient and current thinkers about it, does 

conscience get processed in the brain and the difference between often confused terms 

conscience and conscious. Conscience occupies a place in all of us and as pointed out earlier 

it is always talking to us. Let us take the journey to understand Conscience. 

 

So, let us begin with the meaning of conscience: 

 

Definition and meaning of ‘Conscience’ 

As per the oxford dictionary, conscience means- ‘A person’s moral sense of right and wrong’ 

 

As per Meriam Webster, the definition of conscience is: 

1a: the sense or consciousness of the moral goodness or blameworthiness of one's own 

conduct, intentions, or character together with a feeling of obligation to do right or be good. 

b: a faculty, power, or principle enjoining good acts guided by conscience  

c: the part of the superego in psychoanalysis that transmits commands and admonitions to the 

ego  

2: conformity to what one considers to be correct, right, or morally good: conscientiousness  

3: sensitive regard for fairness or justice: scruple a wealthy man with no conscience  

 (https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/conscience) 

 

The Cambridge dictionary defines conscience as: 

the part of you that judges how moral your own actions are and make you feel guilty about 

bad things that you have done or things you feel responsible for:  

• a guilty conscience 

• a question/matter of conscience 

Examples: You didn't do anything wrong - you should have a clear conscience (= not feel 

guilty). 

 

My conscience would really bother me if I wore a fur coat.    

(https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/conscience) 

 

The essence of the above definitions is that the conscience is a judgmental entity within you 

that tells you what good or bad you have done.  

 

As per Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (2021): Through our individual conscience, we 

become aware of our deeply held moral principles, we are motivated to act upon them, and 

we assess our character, our behavior, and ultimately our self against those principles. 

 

Conscience is defined by its inward-looking and subjective character, in the following sense: 

conscience is always knowledge of ourselves, or awareness of moral principles we have 
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committed to, or assessment of ourselves, or motivation to act that comes from within us (as 

opposed to external impositions). 

 

The term “conscience” translates the Latin “conscientia”, which refers to sharing 
“knowledge” (scientia) “with” (con-), and which in turns translates the equivalent Greek term 

suneidenai (see Pierce 1955 and Sorabji 2014 for an etymological analysis of the term). 

The inward-looking and subjective character of conscience are also reflected in the 

etymological relation between the notion of "conscience" and that of consciousness. Only 

after the 17th Century did “consciousness” start to be used with a distinct meaning referring 

to the psychological and phenomenal dimension of the mind, rather than to its moral 

dimension (for an account of the terminological shift, see Jorgensen 2014). 

 

As per Wikipedia, Conscience is a cognitive process that elicits emotion and rational 

associations based on an individual's moral philosophy or value system. Conscience stands in 

contrast to elicited emotion or thought due to associations based on immediate sensory 

perceptions and reflexive responses, as in sympathetic central nervous system responses. In 

common terms, conscience is often described as leading to feelings of remorse when a person 

commits an act that conflicts with their moral values.  

 

1Hopefulman views conscience differently- A conscience is an inward sense that helps us to 

become better people. It is like having a different person with us analyzing and evaluating 

what we are doing, intend to do, or what we have done and judges our actions as to whether 

they are good or bad. It can either confirm that we have done is the right thing or accuse us of 

doing the wrong thing. 

 

A conscience can be compared to an early warning system like a smoke alarm. If it is 

undamaged and has charged batteries, a smoke alarm will quickly detect smoke and sound an 

alarm. One can heed the warning or ignore it or shut it off. The smoke alarm only sounds the 

warning, as to what action we will take is up to us. 

 

Conscience is a gift from God to help us evaluate our future actions so that we are prevented 

from doing bad or wrong things. At least, when working properly, it will disturb our thoughts 

as we contemplate taking a certain action. Also, it can judge an action we have taken and give 

us an assessment as to whether the action we took was proper or improper. 

 

A proper action leaves us with a happy and satisfied feeling. An improper action can disturb 

us so that we realize its impropriety. It can disturb us so much after we have done something 

that it can literally drive us crazy. It can also become more sensitive so that as we face 

repeating a wrong action, it will disturb us so much so that we don’t repeat the offensive 

action. 

 

Summing up, I visualize the conscience as the feeble voice emerging from our inner self which 

is judgmental of our deeds. The feeble voice guides us and also evaluates our deeds on the 

moral values which get built up while we are growing up. The feeble voice sometimes 

becomes loud when the moral values judge our deed with great intensity and then we have a 

troubled conscience and the voice sometimes soothes us and we have a clear conscience. 

 

What shapes our conscience/ Evolution of Conscience? 

What shapes conscience in our inner self? 

http://expertscolumn.com/user/1hopefulman
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Steve Green (2015) thinks, “We are all born with some sense of right and wrong.  In addition, 

we are also taught the difference between right and wrong.  For instance, the reason you don't 

throw food on the floor is that someone taught you not to do that.  You were not born with 

that awareness.  Even though we have a built-in sense of right and wrong about some things, 
your conscience must be informed in other areas. The conscience takes whatever information 

you put into it, and it confirms or condemns, based on a general sense of right and wrong 

along with whatever it is that has informed our conscience.  Beyond the basic rights and 

wrongs, you have been taught that certain things ought and ought to not be.  Our personal 

conscience helps shape our family conscience, our community conscience, our corporate 

conscience, all the way to our national conscience.” 

 

I personally believe that at birth, our inner self does have the knowledge and intelligence 

accumulated over previous lives but the rationality of actions i.e., the sense of what is good or 

bad is taught by society and the environment. When we are born, we are born with inherent 

intelligence but we do not have the moral sense. Intelligence makes us learn things faster or 

slower. The society and the environment in which we grow shapes the moral values in us. As 

the above author put it, the child is taught that it is not good to spill food on the floor. Our 

parents are the first teachers to instill moral values in us and then society takes over to mold 

our moral character and the conscience evolves and manifests in the form of an inner voice. 

 

Patricia Churchland an eminent neuro-philosopher has altogether different views. Sigal 

Samuel (2019) elaborates Churchland’s views who argue that mammals — humans, yes, but 

also monkeys and rodents and so on — feel moral intuitions because of how our brains 

developed over the course of evolution. Mothers came to feel deeply attached to their children 

because that helped the children (and through them, the mother’s genes) survive. This ability 

to feel attachment was gradually generalized to mates, kin, and friends. “Attachment begets 

caring,” Churchland writes, “and caring begets conscience.”  

 

Conscience, to her, is not a set of absolute moral truths, but a set of community norms that 

evolved because they were useful. “Tell the truth”, and “keep your promises,” for example, 

help a social group stick together. Even today, our brains reinforce these norms by releasing 

pleasurable chemicals when our actions generate social approval (hello, dopamine!) and 

unpleasurable ones when they generate disapproval. The words like “rationality” and “duty” 

— mainstays of traditional moral philosophy — are missing from Churchland’s narrative. 

Instead, there’s talk of brain regions like the cortex.  

 

When asked- How does a neuroscientist even begin to piece together a biological basis of 

morality?  Churchland emphasized the role of the brain in the evolution of morality in us. She 

says There’s a special neurochemical called oxytocin; scientists found that in the brain's 

reward system, the oxytocin is a very important component of feeling bonded [which is a 

prerequisite for empathy] and an important factor creating morality. 

 

She goes on to say that your conscience is a brain construct; there does not seem to be 

something other than the brain, something like a non-physical soul. I think that our moral 

inclinations are also the outcome of the brain.  The brain is so much more extraordinary and 

marvelous than we thought.  

 

Our genes do have an impact on our brain wiring and how we make decisions. One of the 

things that’s special about the cortex is that it provides a kind of buffer between the genes and 

the decisions. 

https://www.vox.com/authors/sigal-samuel
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When asked Do animals possess morality and conscience? Churchland replies “Absolutely. I 

think there’s no doubt. The work that animal behavior experts like Frans de Waal have done 

has made it very obvious that animals have feelings of empathy, they grieve, they come to the 

defense of others, they console others after a defeat. We see one chimp put his arm around the 
other. We see one rodent help a pal get out of a trap or share food with a pal.  

 

We don’t have anything they don’t have — just more neurons. The precursors of morality are 

there in all mammals.” 

I totally disagree with Churchland when she says that animals have conscience, their 

behaviour as described show empathy and empathy is not conscience; the animals think only 

reflexively when confronted with a situation, snake may bite in reflex action anticipating 

danger, dog cuddles to the master reflexively when patted. Animals’ thinking is limited to 

reflexive thoughts in a situation, they cannot plan, rationalize, do scheming or do deep 

thinking like meditating. Their thinking span is limited. Conscience needs deeper thinking and 

rationalizing which animals are incapable of. Humans are reigning over other species because 

of their capacity of thinking, planning and rationalizing the thoughts. 

 

Whether brain reflects conscience or neurons fire in the brain while conscience is brooding 

and deciding what is wrong or right is not clear and needs exploration. One thing is sure that 

the thoughts are processed in the brain. Kumar N (2021) in his paper “Where do the thoughts 

come from” posits that the brain has regions to process thoughts, but are there regions which 

process conscience is not known. Let us briefly peep into the brain to understand how thoughts 

get processed in the brain. In my above paper, I had explored this aspect- The thoughts reach 

the mind which is the sense organ for thoughts (as the eye is for sight), and from this sense 

organs these pass to the brain, and processing of thoughts happens.  

 
When we start thinking, it immediately comes to our mind that the body part which can be 

meaningfully correlated with the thought is “The Brain”. It is scientifically known that the brain 

does the processing of all known senses and thoughts also get processed in the brain. 

Situated in the skull, the brain looks something like shown in figure 1: 

 

 
Figure 1: - Brain- the main Cerebral Cortex parts 

 

At Temporal Lobe, higher perceptual functions such as recognizing faces and linking 

emotions to them are performed.  
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In the front part of the Temporal Lobe lies a vital part called the Amygdala which controls the 

emotional part of human behaviour. The hippocampus is another important part of The 

Temporal Lobe. This lays down new memory traces in the Brain. Fusiform Gyrus is situated 

near the bottom part of the Temporal Lobe that has subdivisions specialized for recognizing 
colour, faces, and other objects.  

 

Thus, we see that the temporal lobe is very important when we talk about thinking and 

thoughts because it is correlated with various aspects of human behaviour which are connected 

to thinking. 

 

We have five known senses, and the brain has distinct areas for processing these senses as 

given in the following figure: 

 

 
Figure 2 showing different cortex in the brain where different sensory perception 

processing happens 
 

Sight is processed at Visual Cortex, Hearing is processed at Auditory Cortex, Taste at 

Gustatory cortex, smell at Olfactory cortex, and Somatosensory Cortex processes touch 

sensation. 

 

Thought does not have a specified cortex for processing; first of all, is Thought a sense? 

Tom Van Gelder in his paper – “Phenomenology-12 senses” suggests that are more senses in 

addition to the known five senses:  

It was Rudolf Steiner who first proposed that there are twelve senses. His theory on senses 

was later expanded by various authors, including Appli, Kranich, Schoorel and Soesman.  

 

Steiner's twelve senses can be grouped into three categories. He distinguished senses which 

relate to the perception of:  

• your body: the senses of touch, of life, of movement, of balance  

• the external world: smell, taste, sight, temperature  

• the immaterial, spiritual world: hearing, speech, thought, ego  
 

The first four senses, the lowest, are called physical senses, or senses of the will because they are 

used to perceive one's own body.  
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The middle four senses are the senses of feeling. Observations made with these senses arouse 

feelings. These senses are also reflected in our language: a tastefully furnished house, a sourpuss, 

hard to swallow, heart-warming, cold thought.  

 

The last four senses, the highest, focus particularly on the other. These are the spiritual or 

knowledge senses, and they are used in the observation of other people.  

 

As per the above view, thought is a sense which the author calls a spiritual or knowledge 

sense. Out of the known five senses, the only hearing sense is grouped under this category. 

These senses give us the perception of the spiritual world, Whatever way we categorize, 

"thought", is a sense like our five known senses as per the above authors. I also tend to agree 

with them and wish to expand on it by adding that for this sense to manifest, there is a pre-

requirement that this correlates with the external sense of sight and also on the other spiritual 

senses of hearing, speech and ego. The thought sense, in fact, builds on the foundation which 

is comprised of these four senses.  

 

Logically we have concluded that “Thinking or thought" is a sense. We have already gained 

knowledge about the brain circuitry which processes thoughts; broadening that knowledge, I 

cite here an article that appeared in The Free Press Journal—Mumbai, on 30th January 2014. 

It was titled--Unique brain area behind the better decision–making. The details presented in 

the article were as follows,  

"Researchers have identified an area of the brain that appears to be uniquely human and is 

likely to have something to do with your cognitive powers (thinking capabilities).  

 

"We tend to think that being able to plan into the future, be flexible in our approach, and learn 

from others are things that are particularly impressive about humans. We have identified an 

area of the brain that appears to be uniquely human and is likely to have something to do with 

these cognitive powers," senior researcher Professor Matthew Rushworth of Oxford 

university's department of Experimental psychology said.  

"The brain area discovered is known to be intimately involved in some of the most advanced 

planning and decision-making processes that we think of as being especially human," said 

researchers at Oxford University.  

 

"This Ventrolateral Frontal Cortex area of the brain is involved in many of the highest aspects 

of thinking and language and is only present in humans and other primates," said Matthews 

Rushworth.  

 

The scientists took MRI imaging of 25 adult volunteers to identify key components in the 

ventrolateral frontal cortex area of the human brain and how these components were connected 

up with other brain areas.  

 

The results were compared to equivalent MRI data from 25 macaque monkeys. From the MRI 

data, the researchers were able to divide the human ventrolateral frontal cortex had no 

equivalent in the macaque- an area called the lateral frontal pole prefrontal cortex. 

 

"This area has been identified with strategic planning and decision making as well as multi-

tasking," said first author Franz-Xaver Neubert of Oxford University. It is made clear that 

humans have a distinct ability of thinking which has made them create wonders and tame the 

other animals. But from where do the thoughts come—we know about the processing of 

thoughts that occurs in the brain.  
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My paper goes on to establish that like other senses, thought also has a sense organ which is 

the 'Mind' which receives the thoughts which originate from elsewhere. I would not go into 

those details. It is relevant here that we have established that the thought is a sense and it does 

get processed in the brain in specific areas. 
 

But Conscience is not thought. Does it have specific areas in the brain for processing? 

Probably not as is posited by David Langness (2015) in his paper, “The Human Brain: Which 

Part Contains the Conscience?  

 

He says, “In the neuroscience lab, I saw brain scans lit up with colors matched to emotions, 

in research meant to locate a “moral module.” They were trying to answer these questions: 

where inside the brain do we keep our moral reasoning? What part of the brain decides 

between right and wrong? Can we physically locate the conscience? 

 

We know that people who suffer traumatic brain injury sometimes undergo changes in their 

previous moral guidelines as a result of the injury. They can lose their inhibitions and the 

behavior control they used to have, resulting in a radically different personality. Does this 

mean that our moral decisions take place in a certain part of the brain, somewhere specific 

we could locate in a CAT scan? 

 

After investigating the injured areas in TBI patients and those same areas in healthy ones, the 

neuroscientists I worked with said no. They learned, in their research, that the brain’s neural 

network responsible for moral decisions—the human conscience—is “domain-global.” This 

means, at least as far as modern science can currently determine, that we have no “moral 

module” or specific, identifiable area of the brain responsible for conscience-driven decision 

making. Instead, they found the neural network that makes moral decisions actually overlaps 

and connects with several other important brain functions.” 

 

I also strongly believe that conscience is not having any specific areas in the brain dedicated 

to it as is for thoughts that do get processed in the brain. It so appears that the brain is irrelevant 

to conscience. The only relevance Conscience has is with the inner self. The inner self is a 

complex subject. What is the true inner self is discussed in my book "Facets of Human 

Persona"? Interested readers may refer to the book for the details. Now we are clear about 

what consciousness is and the only relevance it has is with the true inner self, which does the 

judgmental exercise and through its feeble voice, it talks to us.  

Let us, now explore how the concept of conscience -how it got evolved and got imbibed to 

human awareness. 

 

History of evolution of Human Conscience 

Christine M. Korsgaard of Harvard university has dwelt on the evolution of conscience in 

humans and the author says, “Conscience is the psychological faculty by which we become 

aware of and respond to the moral character of our own actions. It is most commonly thought 

of as the source of pains we suffer as a result of doing what we believe is wrong --- the pains 

of guilt, or “pangs of conscience.” It may also be seen, more controversially, as the source of 

our knowledge of what is right and wrong, or as a motive for moral conduct. Thus, a person 

who is motivated to act on principle is said to act “conscientiously.” 

 

These terms come from the Latin “conscientia,” a direct translation of the Greek syneidesis.” 

This ranges in meaning from being aware of something (hence our “consciousness”) to 

“knowing something in common with” someone. Knowing something in common with 
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someone can mean sharing his secret, and this puts you in a position to serve as a witness 

against him. Thus, the term came to have a judicial use, to describe one who could bear 

witness. In certain contexts, “syneidesis” came to mean a state of knowing in common with 

oneself, and so of bearing witness against oneself. 
 

Although these terms appear in Stoic and Epicurean works, conscience did not receive 

extensive philosophical treatment until the Medieval period, when treatises on conscience 

became standard. 

 

Medieval philosophers distinguished two aspects of conscience, “conscientia” and 

“synderesis.” Roughly, “synderesis” (a technical term of uncertain origin) refers to the 

ineradicable and infallible basis of conscience in human nature, while “conscientia” refers to 

the more particular judgments we make about our actions. There are various ways of 

specifying the two ideas further.  

 

In Thomas Aquinas’s (1225--1274) account, which became standard, synderesis grasps the 

basic moral principles which are the first premises of practical reasoning, while conscientia is 

the conclusion, the act of judging that one ought to perform a particular action. Synderesis is 

infallible, but conscientia can be mistaken, due to mistaken factual premises or faulty 

reasoning. Medieval philosophers raised a variety of questions about these two aspects of 

conscience: whether they are inborn powers, learned dispositions, or actions; whether they are 

intellectual, motivational, or affective; and whether conscience is a manifestation of practical 

reason or a separate faculty. Above all, medieval thinkers were interested in the question of 

whether conscience is fallible, and, if it is fallible, to what extent one is responsible for (or 

sins in) acting in accordance with an erring conscience. 

 

Modern moral philosophers of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries did little with the 

concept of conscience except identifying it with whatever they took to be the basic moral 

faculty, or with that faculty when it operates in judgment upon one’s own actions. Thus, for 

rationalist philosophers, conscience is the voice of reason judging one’s motives and actions; 

while for sentimentalists and later utilitarians, conscience consists in the second-order 

sentiments of approval and disapproval we feel towards our own motives and sentiments. 

 

An important exception is the eclectic philosopher Joseph Butler (1692--1752), who brought 

together insights from sentimentalism and rationalism and emphasized the connection of these 

philosophical ideas with more popular and religious conceptions of morality. Butler identified 

conscience with a natural disposition to approve or disapprove of our motives and actions in 

accordance with reason and to act accordingly. 

 

But conscience is not only a part of our nature: it claims a special authority over other 

principles equally natural to us, which it retains even when it lacks the power to execute its 

commands. To explain the distinction between power and authority, Butler argued, we must 

understand human nature as a constitution, in the political as well as the biological sense, in 

which there is a hierarchy of principles, some having the right to control others. Just as we act 

contrary to our natural constitution when we gratify a strong but destructive passion at the 

expense of our long-term interests, so we act contrary to our nature when we pursue passion 

or self-interest in violation of conscience. 

 

The advent of evolutionary thought in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries brought 

with it a new set of questions about conscience. If human beings evolved from the “lower” 
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animals, then those attributes which seem to distinguish human beings from other animals 

must also have evolved from more primitive characteristics. 

 

An account of how conscience, along with other distinctive human attributes such as reason, 
language, and aesthetic sensibilities, could have evolved seems to be required. 

 

In The Descent of Man (1871), Charles Darwin (1809--1882) argued that the development of 

conscience in social animals was inevitable once they developed the powers of reflection and 

memory. The altruistic and cooperative instincts which characterize social animals are 

frequently less strong than appetitive instincts such as fear, hunger, or lust; but they make 

more persistent and enduring claims on the animal’s mind. Appetites, by contrast, no longer 

seem important once they have been satisfied. An animal that gratifies its appetites at the 

expense of its young or its comrades, once able to reflect back on what it has done, will 

experience remorse. When reason and language enable the animal to remember these 

experiences, the social instincts acquire the special authority of conscience: we come to 

believe that we ought to obey them. 

 

Other thinkers, especially Friedrich Nietzsche (1844--1900) and Sigmund Freud (1856--

1939), saw the acquisition of conscience as a more decisive break with our animal past. Both 

believed that conscience resulted from a process of “internalization.” When our natural 

aggressive instincts are suppressed for the sake of social life, we find an outlet for them by 

turning them against ourselves, inflicting pain on ourselves in the form of guilt. The resulting 

psychological formation, the existence in the psyche of a superego or conscience which can 

punish us for giving way to our natural impulses, makes self-mastery possible. Because it is 

society and, in particular, our parents that train us to suppress aggression, self-mastery is 

exercised for the sake of social requirements or obedience to parental command: the 

conscience is a kind of internally authoritative voice of one’s society and parents. These 

accounts of the origin of conscience are sometimes viewed as attacks on morality. But it is 

possible to understand them simply as explanations of how human beings acquired the self-

mastery, or control of one part of the soul by another, that philosophers from Plato to Kant 

have identified with our moral nature. 

 

Nietzsche and Freud did raise important questions, however, about the price humanity has 

paid for our distinctive self-mastery. Both saw internalization as having a natural dynamic that 

causes guilt to escalate, so that the better we become, the more guilt we feel, and the more 

inclined we become to reject our aggressive and sexual natures altogether, with potentially 

disastrous results. If they are right, the vindication of our moral nature depends on whether 

the self-mastery which we get from conscience can be detached from social and parental 

authority, and exercised instead in the name of a set of sane and realistic standards derived 

from reason.” 

 

The above paragraphs reveal how conscience took its root in our human persona and became 

a part and parcel of what we are. The reasoning faculty and the social pressures create an 

internal psyche that is judgmental of our actions and that constitutes the Conscience. 

Conscience gets created as we grow and become adults and it resides in us till we die. The 

conscience is our treasure which tends to guide us in moments of crisis and shows us the 

correct path. Without conscience, we won't be human as we are.  

We are judgmental of our acts, we are conscious of their appropriateness because of the 

conscience. We are conscious of our acts and conscience talks about the appropriateness of 
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our acts. Many people confuse between conscience and conscious. The two words sound 

similar but are the two terms different or the same? 

 

I shall end the paper by clearing the confusion between the two terms. Being conscious means 
being awake and aware whereas conscience brings in awareness about the correctness of our 

deeds.  

 

Kendra Cherry (2019) clears the confusion in a more structured way- "How does the conscious 

differ from the conscience? These two terms are sometimes confused in common everyday 

usage, but they actually mean very different things within the field of psychology. Let's take 

a closer look at what each term means and how you can distinguish between the two concepts. 

 

What Is Conscience?  

Your conscience is the part of your personality that helps you determine between right and 

wrong and keeps you from acting upon your most basic urges and desires. It is what makes 

you feel guilty when you do something bad and gives a good feeling when you do something 

kind. 

 

In Freudian theory, the conscience is part of the superego that contains information about what 

is viewed as bad or negative by your parents and by society—all the values you learned and 

absorbed during your upbringing. The conscience emerges over time as you absorb 

information about what is considered right and wrong by your caregivers, your peers, and the 

culture in which you live. 

 

What Is Conscious?  

Your conscious is your awareness of yourself and the world around you. In the most general 

terms, it means being awake and aware. Some experts suggest that you are considered 

conscious of something if you are able to put it into words. 

 

Your consciousness refers to your conscious experiences, your individual awareness of your 

own internal thoughts, feelings, memories, and sensations. Consciousness is often thought of 

as a stream, constantly shifting according to the ebb and flow of your thoughts and experiences 

of the world around you.” 

 

Thus, we see that the two terms mean totally different things. Talking grammatically the 

conscious is an adjective whereas conscience is a noun. Though they sound similar, 

conscience is a noun referring to the awareness that one's actions are right or wrong, as in 

one's "guilty conscience," while conscious is an adjective meaning "awake" or "alert." The 

similarity between conscience and conscious exists because both relate to a state of awareness, 

the first of moral awareness and the second of physical or mental wakefulness in which a 

person is aware of his/her surroundings. 

 

The noun conscience refers to a state of awareness or a sense that one's actions or intentions 

are either morally right or wrong, along with a feeling of obligation to do the right thing. 

Conscious, on the other hand, is an adjective that indicates that a person is awake and alert 

and able to understand what is happening around them. 

Keep in mind that whenever you are in a difficult situation, you should be conscious about 

what your conscience is telling you. Your conscience will help you make moral, just, and fair 

decisions. As for remembering the spelling of the noun: conscience contains the word science 

(also a noun), and as science tells us how the forces of nature and the universe behave—or 
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should—the conscience tells us how we should behave—or should. (https://www.merriam-

webster.com/words-at-play/usage-of-conscience-vs-conscious). 

 

We are conscious of our conscience as it is an integral part of our personality. It would not be 
wrong to say that our personality has roots in our conscience. We act consciously but are not 

judgmental of our acts, it is our conscience that brings the judgmental ‘we’ to the fore. 

 

To summarizing, we have understood the meaning of conscience which is the moral sense of 

what is good or bad or what is right and what is wrong. It is the feeble inner voice emanating 

from our "True Self" which keeps us guiding. Conscience is different from Conscious; it is 

different from our emotions and our thoughts. Thoughts get processed in the brain and there 

are specific areas in the brain where thought processing takes place but there are no specific 

areas that correlate processing of conscience. Conscience is a vital part of human personality 

and it has evolved and its awareness in us has taken a long time and various philosophers and 

thinkers have discussed it which is covered in the discussions on the history of the evolution 

of conscience. The conscience is special in humans and distinguishes us from animals because 

it is rooted in rationality and logical thinking which is missing in animals who are limited with 

only reflexive situational thinking, they cannot do deep introspection, planning, and being 

judgmental as we humans can.  

 

In this paper, we have tried to learn many perspectives related to conscience. The conscience 

develops due to the values which get engrained into us by our parents during our growing 

period, our observation of the environment around us helps rooting them in us and society 

plays an important role in shaping our conscience. But for sure the one thing that doesn't abide 

by majority rule is a person's conscience (harper lee). Conscience is our individual treasure, it 

has its own standing and it abides by its own rule, the rules were, however, influenced by the 

majority of incidents, majority of people, majority of experiences we had during our formative 

years. 

 

So, this is all we have to say about “Conscience” and we end our paper with a famous quote 

by Sophocles: 

Sophocles said, “There is no witness so terrible and no accuser so powerful as conscience 

which dwells within us.”  

I believe in the power of “Conscience” the voice of my true self; do you?? 
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